
PURPOSE

1. To advise members of observations, consultation responses and further information received in 
respect of the following planning applications on the main agenda. These were received after the 
preparation of the report and the matters raised may not therefore have been taken in to account 
in reaching the recommendation stated.

RECOMMENDATION

2. That members note and consider the late observations, consultation responses and information 
received in respect of each item in reaching their decision. 

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

3. Late observations, consultation responses, information and revisions have been received in 
respect of the following planning applications on the main agenda:

Item 7.1 – Application 17/AP/1766 for: Full Planning Permission – THE CLIPPER, 562 
ROTHERHITHE STREET, LONDON, SE16 5EX

3.1 Paragraph 20 of the officer report makes reference to the fact that an application to list the public 
house as an Asset of Community Value (ACV) was previously unsuccessful. Further information 
has been sought to clarify the council’s position at that time and the stated reason in refusing the 
application was as follows:

“In the opinion of the Council the property is not of community value because the application has 
not demonstrated that the Asset’s current main use (or in the past) furthers the social wellbeing or 
social interests of the local community or why  it is  realistic to think that there is a time in the next 
five years when there could be non-ancillary use of the building or other land that would further 
(whether or not in the same way as before) the social wellbeing or social interests of the local 
community (e.g. cultural, recreational or sporting).”

Item 7.2 – Application 17/AP/1333 for: Full Planning Permission – GOSCHEN ESTATE, 
BETHWIN ROAD, LONDON SE5

Amendment to recommended conditions

3.2  Condition 4 – Contamination: 

Re-order to ‘Other’ condition section.

3.3 Condition 7 – Bird and Bat Bricks/Boxes:

Amendment to trigger from pre-commencement to above grade.
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3.4 Condition 9 – Tree Planting:

Amendment to trigger from pre-commencement to above grade.

3.5 Condition 13 – Japanese Knotweed:

Amendment to trigger from above grade to pre-commencement.

3.6 Condition 17 – Communal Satellite System:

Upon review it has been considered that this is not required and the control of equipment would 
be effectively controlled by way of condition 29.

3.7 Condition 19 – Accessible Dwellings:

Re-order to ‘pre-commencement’ condition section.  Correction of unit standards to read: 
Access to and use of building standard M4(3a):
North Block - Units G.03 and G.02

Access to and use of building standard M4(2):
South Block - Units G.01, 1.01, 2.01, 2.02, 3.01, 3.02, 4.01 and 4.02
North Block - Units 1.02, 2.03, 2.04, 2.05, 3,03, 3.04, 3.05

Reason :
To ensure the development complies with Core Strategy 2011 Strategic Policy 5 (Providing new 
homes) and London Plan 2015 Policy 3.8 (Housing choice). 

3.8 Condition 23 – Electric vehicle Charging Points:

Clarification to the wording to refer to only the uplift in spaces, not the re-provision of the existing 
estate parking.  New wording to be:
Before the first occupation of the building hereby approved, details of the installation (including 
location and type) of electric vehicle charger points for 20% of the new car parking spaces, a 
further 20% shall be designed as passive provision for electric vehicles in the future, shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and the electric vehicle 
charger points shall be installed prior to occupation of the development and the development 
shall not be carried out otherwise in accordance with any such approval given.

Reason:
To encourage more sustainable travel in accordance with The National Planning Policy 
Framework 2012, Strategic Policy 2 Sustainable Transport of The Core Strategy 2011 and Saved 
Policies 3.1 Environmental Effects and 5.2 Transport Impacts of the Southwark Plan 2007. 

Additional Condition

3.9 Car Club 
Condition referred to in report, but omitted from recommendation.  Wording to be
Prior to occupation of the proposed units the developer shall submit to the Council for its approval 
details of an agreement with a Car Club Operator providing for three years free membership of 
the Car Club for every resident of the dwellings hereby approved meeting the Car Club operator's 
membership criteria. The housing hereby permitted shall not be occupied at all until the details of 
the agreement with the Car Club Operator have been approved in writing.

Reason:
To promote the use of sustainable transport methods in accordance with saved policy 5.1 
locating developments of the Southwark Plan and Strategic Policy 2 Sustainable Transport of the 
Core Strategy 2011.



Item 7.3 – Application 17/AP/0296 for: Full Planning Permission –  4-10 BOMBAY STREET, 
LONDON, SE16 3UX

3.10 How was the viability modelled for this development?

The development appraisal was undertaken in line with the viability guidance documents which 
assesses the Residual Value of the development and compares to an agreed Benchmark figure – 
usually an Existing Use or Alternative Use Value (EUV/AUV).  If the Residual Value exceeds the 
EUV/AUV then the scheme is ‘viable’ and can deliver the level of affordable in the appraisal.  If 
the EUV/AUV exceeds the Residual Value then the scheme is non-viable and usually the level of 
affordable has to be reduced to an agreed level where the scheme can be delivered.

The simplified structure is illustrated below: 

Gross Development Value (GDV)

Minus

Developer Costs (incl. Profit)

Equals

Residual Land Value (RLV)

---------

RLV

Minus

Existing Use Value (EUV) + Premium

Equals

Surplus/Deficit

-------------------

Surplus = Viable

Deficit = Non-Viable

3.11 Why has rental income from the shared ownership units not been identified within the model?

The applicant responded as follow:

The shared ownership values are generally benchmarked as a % of equivalent open market 
value of the unit(s).  As a viability consultant I would not suggest to be qualified to value the 
shared ownership units attempting to reflect what a Housing Association would pay for the units.  
In viability where there is an offer from a Housing Association for the affordable units, then this 
represents the best evidence to include in the viability for affordable values.  In lieu of this, 
however, the generally accepted methodology is to assume a % reduction on OMV.  To attempt 
to calculate the offer a Housing Association may make will bring a whole new layer of uncertainty 
and assumptions into the calculation.
 
The position on shared ownership has been negotiated with the Council’s expert consultants and 
agreed as a reasonable position.  Indeed, GVA noted that we were up at the upper end of the 



range of values one could legitimately adopt for shared ownership units – clearly adopting a 
lower value worsens the viability position and reinforces the conclusions.

3.12 Who will be managing the shared ownership units?

The Applicant is currently speaking with several housing associations regarding the potential 
management of the shared ownership units. 

3.13 Analysis of affordable component of the proposed scheme:

Additional Conditions

3.14 Before any above grade work hereby authorised begins, details of security measures to secure 
the development shall be submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and 
any such security measures shall be implemented prior to occupation in accordance with the 
approved details which shall seek to achieve the ‘Secured by Design’ accreditation award from 
the Metropolitan Police. 

Reason:
In pursuance of the Local Planning Authority’s duty under section 17 of the Crime and 
Disorder Act 1998 to consider crime and disorder implications in exercising its planning 
functions and to improve community safety and crime prevention in accordance with The 
National Planning Policy Framework 2012, Strategic Policy 12 - Design and conservation 
of The Core Strategy 2011 and Saved Policy 3.14 Designing out crime of the Southwark 
plan 2007. 



3.15 Before the first occupation of the building hereby permitted a Service Management Plan detailing 
how all elements of the site are to be serviced has been submitted to and approved in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority.  The development shall be carried out in accordance with the 
approval given and shall remain for as long as the development is occupied.

Reason:

To ensure compliance with The National Planning Policy Framework 2012, Strategic Policy 2 
Sustainable Transport of The Core Strategy 2011 and Saved Policy 5.2 Transport Impacts of the 
Southwark Plan 2007. 

Pre-application enquiry

3.16 A pre-application enquiry was submitted in advance of the planning application. The planning 
advice that was issued is attached below as Appendix A.

REASON FOR URGENCY

4. Applications are required by statute to be considered as speedily as possible. The application 
has been publicised as being on the agenda for consideration at this meeting of the planning sub-
committee and applicants and objectors have been invited to attend the meeting to make their 
views known. Deferral would delay the processing of the applications and would inconvenience 
all those who attend the meeting.

REASON FOR LATENESS

5. The new information, comments reported and corrections to the main report and 
recommendation have been noted and/or received since the sub-committee agenda was printed. 
They all relate to an item on the agenda and members should be aware of the objections and 
comments made.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Background Papers Held At Contact
Individual files Chief Executive's Department

160 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2QH

Planning enquiries telephone: 020 
7525 5403



APPENDIX A

Mr Peter Smith

Stephen Davy Peter Smith Architects 
Fanshaw House

Fanshaw Street 
London

N1 6HX

Dear Mr Smith

Chief executive's department
Planning division

Development management (5th floor - hub 2) 
PO Box 64529

LONDON SE1P 5LX

Your Ref:
Our Ref: 16/EQ/0107 
Contact: Wing Lau 
Telephone: 020 7525 5729
E-Mail: planning.applications@southwark.gov.uk

Web Site: http://www.southwark.gov.uk

Date: 10/06/2016

mailto:planning.applications@southwark.gov.uk
http://www.southwark.gov.uk/


TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 (as amended) PRE-
APPLICATION ENQUIRY

At:                4-10 BOMBAY STREET, LONDON, SE16 3UX
Proposal: Demolition of existing buildings and redevelopment of the site to provide a residential led 

mixed-use development in part 5 storey building part 6 storey, being the top floor set back. It

comprises commercial and employment floorspace (flexible use class A1, A2, A3 and B1) to the 
ground floor, with a mix of residential units above, providing cycle parking and areas of shared

and private amenity for residents

I write in connection with your pre-application enquiry received on 07/04/2016 regarding a scheme to redevelop 
the site above. This letter summarises the council's written advice on your proposal and whether, based on the 
details submitted, it meets local planning requirements

I write in connection with your pre-application enquiry regarding a mixed-use scheme to redevelop the site 
above. This was received on 7th April and a meeting was held on 9th May 2016. I would like to apologise for 
the delay in response. This letter summarises the council's written advice on your proposal and whether, based 
on the details submitted, it meets local planning requirements.

Planning Policy

The statutory development plan for the borough compromises The London Plan consolidated with further 
alterations (March 2015); The Core Strategy (2011) and saved policies from the Southwark Plan (2007).

The site is located within the:

• Urban Density Zone
• Air Quality Management Area
• The Blue Local Town Centre

There are no heritage assets within the site boundary area and none in the wider context of the site.

Other key material considerations

The National Planning Policy Framework

Land Use

The site is 0.085ha and currently comprises 1 and 2 storey commercial properties (B1 use). The proposal 
would be to demolish the existing buildings and redevelop to provide commercial space (A1/A2/A3 and B1) on 
the ground floor (218sqm) and a total of 19 residential flats above.

The site located is not within a Preferred Industrial Location (PIL) where Industrial uses are both protected and 
encouraged (ref Southwark Plan (policy 1.2) 2007 and Core Strategy 2011 – SP10).   The existing building 
contains B1/B8 use.   There are a number of existing individual buildings on the site, but you state that some of 
these to the rear are currently vacant. There is no planning history on the site that confirms the lawful use.

The submitted plans indicate that there would not be like-for-like replacement floor space. 

Saved policy 1.4 of the Southwark Plan 2007 states:

Outside Preferred Industrial Locations and Preferred Office Locations, on sites which have an established B 
Class Use and which meet any of the following criteria:

i. The site fronts onto or has direct access to a classified road; or
ii. The site is in a Public Transport Accessibility Zone; or
iii. The site is within the Central Activities Zone; or
iv. The site is within a Strategic Cultural Area.

Development will be permitted provided that the proposal would not result in a net loss of floorspace in Class B 
use. An exception to this may be made to this where:



a. The applicant can demonstrate that convincing attempts to dispose of the premises, either for 
continued B Class use, or for mixed uses involving B Class, including redevelopment, over a 
period of 24 months, have been unsuccessful; or

b. The site or buildings would be unsuitable for re-use or redevelopment for B Class 
use or mixed uses including B Class use, having regard to physical or 
environmental constraints; or

c. The site is located within a town or local centre, in which case in accordance with policy 1.7, suitable 
Class A or other town centre uses will be permitted in place of Class B uses. Where an increase in 
floorspace is proposed, the additional floor space may be used for suitable mixed or residential use.

On employment sites outside the POLs and PILs and where criteria i-iv above do not apply, a change of use 
from an employment use to suitable mixed or residential uses will be permitted.

Following the adoption of the core strategy in April 2011 Town and Local centres have been added to the list of 
criteria in points i - iv.

You have not supplied existing floor plans of the buildings and there is no information to indicate the existing 
floor space. However, it is unlikely the 218sqm would provide the like-for-like replacement floor space. I have 
not been on site so I cannot confirm whether those buildings are actually vacant and the current physical 
condition that they are in. As such, the applicant should provide accurate survey plans and consider increasing 
the level of commercial floor space on the site.

An 'A' class use on the site would also be acceptable as part of the site is within the Blue Local Town Centre. A3 
class uses would however need to be designed so that it does not affect the amenity of the residents above.

The principle of providing residential use above the commercial would be acceptable, but the existing industrial 
use and commercial uses in the railway arches may impact on the residential flats and this discussed further 
below.

Access and site layout

The access to the site from Bombay Street is considered acceptable. The site has a very irregular shaped 
footprint due to the number of buildings on the site and it being adjacent to the railway arches. The railway 
arches are currently occupied and the applicant is in discussion with Network Rail regarding its future use. The 
railway arches are not within the site boundary however, so Officers have assessed this application based on 
the fact that the existing occupiers and uses would remain. The vehicular access is to be retained for the use of 
the railway arches and this is considered acceptable. However, it is not clear what type of vehicles are typical 
for these arches and no swept paths have been provided to demonstrate large vehicles can still use this. The 
access to the rear allows only limited outdoor space for the railway arch units and it is not clear whether the 
development would affect the use of the arches by being so close. The proposed development of the site 
should not prejudice the existing users within the arches.

Pedestrian access is also proposed along the rear which provides secondary access to the commercial unit and 
a commercial bin store.  This would need to be well designed to ensure there are no highway safety issues. 
Safety and security for the occupants along this No-through route should also be considered.

The proposed development would also have an irregular shaped footprint with the main commercial and 
residential entrance from Bombay Street which is acceptable. The building is set back from the adjoining 
buildings 257 - 267 Southwark Park Road and allows for a communal amenity space and communal cycle store 
to be provided. A secondary gate/entrance is proposed from Bombay Street which gives access to this amenity 
space and the flats. This could be accepted, but Officers would require further details on the appearance of this 
secondary entrance on the street and to ensure that it does not take away the importance of the main 
residential entrance. The set back of the development from the rear of 257-267 Southwark Park Road would 
allow for approximately 12m of separation. The submitted floor plans do not indicate the location of windows or 
provide detailed floor layout, but it has been shown that the main outlook/aspect from these flats would be to 
Bombay Street to the west, to the arches in the north and to the east. This ensures adequate privacy from the 
rear of 257-267 Southwark Park Road and is acceptable. However, the aspect out to the east would overlook 
an existing industrial/warehouse building immediately outside of the site boundary. Officers have not been on 
site and cannot confirm the existing height and use of this existing building, but there is the possibility for 
potential development of the adjoining site to the east. Any outlook from the proposed residential flats to the 
east would need to be designed so it does not prejudice future development of the adjoining sites.



At the meeting, you tabled plans for a potential redevelopment of the adjoining site which runs across the 
railway arches to the east and the row of buildings at 279 - 289 Southwark Park Road. You mentioned that the 
acquisition of the adjoining land is still in discussion and is therefore not included within this pre-application 
enquiry. Officers would encourage the two sites to be redeveloped comprehensively, but at present there is no 
firm plan to do so. As such, Officers can only comment on what has been formally submitted and the applicant is 
required to design the flats to have adequate outlook and not prejudice the future development of the 
adjoining site.

The commercial use is proposed on the ground floor with residential from the first floor and above, which 
provides an appropriate active frontage. However, as discussed in the design section of this letter, more could 
be done to make the base of the building more prominent.

Scale, height and massing 

Plans submitted at this stage are indicative and true elevational drawings have not yet been submitted. The 
proposed height and massing at 6 storeys on the Bombay Street frontage and stepping down to 5 storeys to the 
east is considered appropriate. It is noted that more recently built schemes for residential flats are close to the 
site such as No. 27 Blue Anchor Lane and No. 13 Bombay Street, which are 6 - 7 storeys.

Detailed design 

The submission did not include any architectural detail with only massing and capacity studies. The style is 
however, to be contemporary and may be acceptable provided it is of the highest design quality. The images 
shown indicate that an overhang goes over the ground floor, with some modulation on the elevations and the 
use of balconies to provide visual interest.

It is considered that the ground floor should be given greater prominence and this may require increasing the 
height of this floor. Officers consider that additional commercial floor space should be provided at first floor 
level or through the creation of a mezzanine level which would provide that extra height and the replacement 
commercial floorspace as required by policy. The first floor residential flats as currently proposed directly face 
the railway arches which are less than 5 metres away and there are concerns with the noise and disturbance 
from the adjoining uses. The introduction of commercial use on the first floor/mezzanine level on Bombay Street 
and facing the rear arches would then alleviate these concerns.

Further details and elevations to show the northern elevation (facing the railway viaduct) should be provided at 
formal application stage and this elevation should be of high design quality as it is highly visible  when 
approaching by train.

Given that there would not be any outlook (hence windows) on the south elevation, this needs to be designed to 
provide good visual interest as it is visible from Southwark Park Road. The images currently indicate modulation 
and some articulation, but without further details Officers cannot provide a full assessment.

The applicant indicated that brick and metal cladding would be used and this is considered acceptable provided it 
responds well to the surrounding context.

Density

The proposal is estimated to have a density of 612 habitable rooms per hectare, but it does not include the 
commercial floor space.   Officers have calculated this to be 705HR/Ha, which only marginally exceeds the 
maximum density in the Urban Zone.

The proposed density is acceptable, subject to the quality of design. Density per se is not the sole determining 
factor however, and it is expected that developments achieve high standard of design, meeting minimum 
internal space standards as well as providing an acceptable standard of daylight and sunlight, privacy, good 
outlook and amenity space.

Housing Mix

The proposed dwelling mix would include 9 x 1 bed units (47%), 6 x 2 bed units (32%) and 4 x 3 bed units 
(21%).  The combined total of the two and three bed units would need to meet the minimum requirement of 
60% as set out under Core Strategy Policy 7. There is a requirement to provide a minimum of 20% of 3 or more 
bedroom units (considered family sized) in this location and this is met. The applicant would need to look at 
increasing the number of 2 or 3 bed units on the site to be policy compliant.



Housing tenure

There is no detailed information on the tenure mix and the applicant indicated that this is subject to viability 
appraisal. It is expected that the development complies with the affordable housing requirements as set out in 
Core Strategy Policy 6, which is a minimum of 35% on site. Saved Policy 4.4 of the Southwark Plan also requires 
new affordable housing to be split 30:70 between social rented and intermediate (shared ownership). The 
applicant should be aware that the Council's Viability SPD was adopted in March 2016 and it is advised that 
viability appraisals should be provided at pre-application and application stages.

Housing Quality

The submission only provides indicative floor plans and does not give details of all doors and windows. The 
main aspect and outlook of the units have been presented on the plans. Most of the flats would have dual 
aspect with the exception of the central north facing flats. Those single aspect flats would have deep rooms and 
may not comply with the daylight levels and this should be reconsidered along with the submission of daylight 
and sunlight assessments.

Due to the proximity of the railway viaduct, noise and air quality would also be an issue and the layout of these 
flats would need to be carefully designed with mitigation measures in place. The balconies being close to the 
arches and the railway line would not be attractive or provide good quality private amenity space. The balcony 
to the north western part of the site also appears to be very close to the entrance of the vehicular access and 
concerns are raised regarding its usability and whether large vehicles would impact on this.

It is also likely that there would be plant associated with commercial uses on site. As such, any application 
should be accompanied by a noise and vibration assessment to demonstrate that any harmful amenity impacts 
to future residents can be appropriately mitigated including sound insulation, design of windows and proposed 
ventilation. Plant noise and vibration should be designed to avoid both creep and potential disturbance to both 
existing residents and new occupants. An assessment of current background noise should be undertaken to 
influence design and mitigation. Residential units will need to be sound insulated from the proposed commercial 
use at ground floor. Any required mitigation should be incorporated into the design of the scheme.

There is a need to provide a minimum of 10% of wheelchair accessible units. All affordable wheelchair units 
should be designed to meet the South East London Housing Partnership Wheelchair Housing Design Guide 
space standards. Technical Guidance on these standards is set out in the Technical Update to the Residential 
Design Standards SPD on the Councils website dated October 2015.

http://www.southwark.gov.uk/downloads/download/2257/residential_design_standards_spd

There should also be 2 lifts to serve wheelchair units.

You should be aware that dwellings should be designed to have integral bulk storage facilities and should have 
a mix of open plan living-kitchen-diners and units with separate kitchen diners to offer choice to potential 
occupiers. Any three bed affordable dwellings should be designed to have separate kitchens in accordance with 
guidance in the 2015 Technical update to the Residential Design Standards SPD (2011).

Each dwelling should have sufficient private amenity space in accordance with the 2015 Technical update to the 
Residential Design Standards SPD 2011. Most of the units appear to have private amenity space with 
balconies, but these need to meet the minimum balcony sizes.  The internal courtyard and roof terrace would 
need to be designed well to provide an attractive communal area and adequately screened to avoid overlooking 
into neighbouring sites.

There is a requirement for child playspace within the development and as a minimum there should be child play 
space (door-step) for the 0-5 year age group and this should be in addition to any communal amenity space. The 
proposed amount of playspace to be delivered needs to be in accordance to the Mayors Play and Informal 
Recreation SPG.

Amenity impacts 

The footprint and location of the proposed building would reduce any visual impact on the neighbouring 
properties on Southwark Park Road. No detailed elevational drawings or section drawings have been submitted 
and Officers can only provide limited assessment. A daylight, sunlight and overshadowing study should be 
carried out at the earliest opportunity allowing time for discussions with the local authority to address any issues 
in advance of a formal application.

http://www.southwark.gov.uk/downloads/download/2257/residential_design_standards_spd


Transport and servicing issues

Car parking

The proposal would provide be a car-free scheme, which may be acceptable subject to further assessment on 
parking. The site is within a PTAL rating of 4, which is considered to be medium in terms of its accessibility to 
public transport. Bombay Street sits just outside the Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ) and parking stress is very 
high. The applicant would need to provide a parking survey to show that the number of vehicles generated by 
the development (using census car ownership data) could be accommodated on-street in that area and still 
retain existing residents parking amenity. Until this is undertaken, Officers cannot confirm whether a car-free 
scheme is acceptable.

Furthermore, Southwark's standard is that there should be 1 No. disabled parking bay on-site for each wheelchair 
unit. The absence of such parking would need to be robustly justified.

Cycle parking

The submitted proposal would provide 30 residential cycle parking spaces in a covered store in the communal 
courtyard, which equates to at least 1 cycle space per 1 bed unit and 2 spaces for all other dwellings which is 
acceptable. There should also be a separate cycle parking area for the commercial element.

Refuse store for the commercial element is proposed in the north eastern corner and is some distance from 
Bombay Street, which may be inconvenient for refuse collectors. A servicing strategy and tracking drawings will 
need to be provided with any submission detailing what provision will be made to ensure servicing would be 
safe and would not have harmful impacts on either vehicle or pedestrian safety. The servicing strategy should 
include the predicted number of vehicles to and from the site and the nature of those vehicles. As noted 
above, the servicing strategy should indicate how the arches would be serviced once the development is in 
place. The document should be prepared in accordance with Transport for London document “London Freight 
distribution plan: A Plan for London” and “Managing Freight Effectively: Delivering and Servicing Plans”.

Construction Management 

We recommend that applicant consider how construction on this constrained site would be managed with 
minimal impact on the surrounding area. Should the construction of a development require the occupation or 
closure of the carriageway or footway; involve a high volume of construction related vehicle trips; or any other 
significant impact on the highway network then a Construction Management Plan will be required prior to any 
demolition or construction works on site. Detailed information on producing these plans can be found at:

www.tfl.gov.uk/microsites/freight/initiatives_and_projects.aspx

Sustainable development implications

Energy

The information submitted does not provide information on how the scheme would comply with London Plan 
Policy 5.2. The policy requires a reduction in carbon emissions of 35% below Part L 2013 target.  The applicant

should note that from 1st October 2016 the development is expected to be zero-carbon.

A detailed energy assessment, to demonstrate how the targets for carbon dioxide emissions reduction outlined 
are to be met within the framework of the energy hierarchy, should be provided.

Major developments must also achieve a reduction in carbon dioxide of 20% from using on-site or local low and 
zero carbon sources of energy.

The development should also include meaningful areas of green living roofs and sustainability measures in the 
design, to ensure the development contributes positively to the environment and biodiversity.

BREEAM

No information has been provided on the BREEAM rating, but you should be aware that the Council will seek a 
rating of ‘Excellent’ for the non-residential component.

Air Quality

The site is in an Air Quality Management Area and potential air quality impacts may arise as a result of 
demolition and construction impacting on nearby sensitive receptors. Details of appropriate mitigation should be 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/microsites/freight/initiatives_and_projects.aspx


provided with any formal application to demonstrate that the effects of demolition/construction on air quality 
would not be significant and would be in accordance with the Mayors guidance.

Ground contamination

Based on the sites historic uses there is a risk of exposure to potential contaminants during construction and in 
the completed development to construction workers, future occupiers, ground water and surface water. For 
these reasons a full land contamination exploration and assessment will be required.

Flood risk

The site is situated in Flood Risk Zone 3. A Flood Risk Assessment should be provided any formal submission.

Community Infrastructure Levy

This development would be subject to the Mayoral CIL and Southwark CIL. The charge will be calculated 
according to the amount of new floor space the development will provide. The chargeable rate for Southwark is

£35 per square metre under MCIL and £50 per square metre for residential floorspace for SCIL(both subject to 
indexation). It is necessary to complete a 'Planning Application Additional Information Requirement Form' to 
determine the amount of chargeable floorspace on the site and submit this with any formal planning application 
on the site. 

The amount to be paid is calculated when planning permission is granted and it is paid when development 
starts. Further details about the CIL can be found using the links below.

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/planning/applications/howtoapply/whattosubmit/cil

http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/communityinfrastructurelevymay11

Planning obligations (S.106 undertaking or agreement) 

The submission fails to fully account for policy compliant planning obligations in accordance with the Planning 
Obligations SPD. Planning obligations may be required to offset the negative impacts of any development on 
the site. Draft heads of terms may be required and should be submitted in accordance with the S106 SPD as 
part of any formal application and are required for the purposes of validation.

Conclusion

The proposed mixed development is considered acceptable in land use terms, but the commercial floor space 
should be increased to provide like-for-like replacement. The commercial element could be introduced at first 
floor/mezzanine level which would also help to make this ground floor more prominent and active. Concerns 
are raised on the residential flats being so close to the railway arches which could lead to undue noise and 
disturbance to the future occupants. This sensitive use may lead to the arches being unviable. Information on 
servicing and delivery for the development and the existing arches would be required.

The housing mix should be amended to increase the number of 2 or more bedroom units. The development 
should deliver the minimum level of affordable housing and this is currently not confirmed.

The scale and massing of the building is broadly acceptable subject to detailed design and good quality 
materials. The main residential entrance should be designed to be more welcoming and given greater 
prominence. 

The building being set back from the adjoining buildings on Southwark Park Road is considered acceptable, 
but section drawings are required to demonstrate there is no significant impact on neighbours. The outlook to the 
east should also be re-considered as this may prejudice the future development of the adjoining site.

More detailed floor plan drawings are required for a more informed assessment of the quality of 
accommodation. The location of the balconies is questioned given its proximity to the vehicular access entrance 
and the adjoining railway arches. A robust parking survey and transport assessment would be required to 
demonstrate a car-free scheme would not impact on the local highway network.

For the above reasons the proposal would not be supported in its current form were it to be submitted as a 
planning application.

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/planning/applications/howtoapply/whattosubmit/cil
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/communityinfrastructurelevymay11


This advice is given to assist you but is not a decision of the Council. Further issues may arise following a formal 
planning application, where a site visit and public consultation and consultation with statutory consultees would be 
undertaken.

Please accept this letter as the closure of your current enquiry. 

Yours sincerely

Simon Bevan
Director of Planning


